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Unnoticed Variation? Salience and Linguistic Insecurity
Variation can cause linguistic insecurity. In this talk, linguistic insecurity is seen as a
speaker’s insecurity whether a certain form is appropriate in a given variety. As the standard
variety is highly prestigious, deviations from it are sanctioned. Thus, linguistic insecurity
mostly arises in respect to the standard variety. However, variation does not need to cause
linguistic insecurity as the variation might not be salient enough to be noticed. Genitive
endings in contemporary German are varying: Short (des Flugs) and long (des Fluges)
endings are possible. Phonetic-prosodic and morphological factors as well as frequency
influence a noun’s tendency towards an ending. Thus, the distribution of long and short
endings is complex and varying heavily from noun to noun. Therefore, it can facilitate
linguistic insecurity. This talk aims at investigating the salience of varying genitive endings
and their ability to cause linguistic insecurity. The results of a correction test are presented:
Participants corrected a text which included different types of mistakes and instances of long
and short genitives. Thereby, nouns with equal frequencies of long and short genitives and
nouns with a tendency towards a certain ending were tested. The participants’ corrections are
used to measure the salience of long and short genitive endings. In order to retrieve linguistic
insecurity, participants were asked to indicate where they were insecure about their
correction.
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